ABSTRACT. This present paper is concerned with two main conditions,that of normality of a lattice, and separation and semi-separation of two lattices,both looked at using measure theoretic techniques.We look at each property using {0,1 two valued measures and associated {0,1 valued set functions.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider necessary and sufficent conditions for a lattice of subsets of an abstract set to be normal,in terms of measure theoretic conditions.We also consider conditions when two lattices separate or semi-separate each other,again using measure theoretic methods.
In the first part of the paper,we consider consequences of a lattice L of subsets of an abstract set X being normal.This is is equivalent as is well known ,(and which we prove), to each element of IxeI(L),the set of non-trivial finitely additive{ 0,1 two valued measures having a unique regular extension velR(L) st v>l.t (L).We then extend this work to look at relations with various classes of measures I$(L),IW(L), set functions kt',kt",and side conditions on the lattice such as cg,, and look at necessary and sufficent conditions that a lattice of subsets have the normal property.
In the second part of the paper we investigate when two lattices L1 ,L2 of an abstract set X L2_L1 ,L1 either separates or semi-separates L2,as well as consequences of separation or semii-separation of two lattices.We again, investigate these properties in some detail in a measure theoretic setting,where they are equivalent to the existence and uniqueness of extensions or restrictions of regular measures on the two lattices.
We also include a section on notation,terminology ,basic backround,and references for the readers convenience.In addition other notions are introduced as needed in the sections in which they occur.
BACKROUND AND NOTATION
We begin by reviewing some notation and terminology which is fairly standard (see,for example, Alexsandroff [1] , Camacho [2] , Grassi [3] , and Szeto [4] ).We supply some backround and notation for the readers convenience. Let 
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3. ON NORMAL LATYIC'F In this section we extend the work of Eid [5] .and Huerta [6] Finally,we prove one further result that holds for normal lattices. 
